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An emergence of eirut’ cultural and creative energ
eirut Deign Fair i eing held for the econd time in it hitor, a an important hu for multicultural deign and innovation in the region. ringing together emerging and etalihed
deigner with indutr leader and the pulic, highlighting the creative power of the
Leanee capital.
In order to further hed light upon thi emergence of a cultural and creative oom happening in
eirut, GM Architect ha decided to pa triute to the cit, it pat and it future. Recalling a
pre-civil war, 1960 Golden Age, and declaring a new renaiance for the Leanee capital a a
gloal hotpot for riing talent and culture.
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GM Architect i pleaed to announce a collaoration with eirut Deign Fair, in the deign of
it interior exhiition pace. An impreive 4,000m2 pace, that will welcome thouand of
viitor and where creative and deigner from the region and around the gloe will exhiit
their own creation and deign.
GM Architect i inpired  the “organized chao” that o clearl define the organic uran
growth of eirut, mixing it changing color, proportion, and tle; the architect’ goal wa
to create the interior of eirut Deign Fair uch a the reflect thi influx of creativit and
fertile ground for innovation in deign.
Galal Mahmoud explain hi inpiration and main theme for the exhiition pace a
“the laered evolution of eirut’ uran faric a it continuoul evolve from order
to diorder and vice vera...pace will e organized like a cit, where one tend to
get lot in it pla of narrow and wide treet all while having punctual high
landmark that give a ene of direction.”
uch effect will e will e materialized, the architect explain, through the ue of hifting
wall, that erve to give a direction to the viitor and guide them through the exhiition- all
while eing ued a partition wall for the variou tand. The color that were choen are a
direct reference to eirut’ golden age, a reminder of pat time marked  right optimim for
the future “a we tr to get ack on that right track that we were once on half a centur
ago” Galal Mahmoud explain.
Alo aed in eirut, GM Architect, make part of thi ver faric of the cit’ deign and
creative emergence and promiing influential future in the region and internationall.

Aout eirut, deign hu of the Levant
IRUT DIGN FAIR i principall dedicated to collectile and limited edition contemporar or
vintage furniture and deign oject. The fair preent piece  leading international
deigner and gallerie from acro the world (urope, UA, Middle at), with aout 60
exhiitor from over 10 countrie. The event include a non-commercial program coniting of
conference and round-tale, workhop, intallation and live performance.
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IRUT DIGN FAIR offer
an exceptional, innovative program that confirm eirut’ role a
one of toda’ mot virant center of contemporar creation while poitioning Leanon in it
rightful place: a the Deign Platform of the Middle at!
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For more information, pleae viit: http://eirut-deign-fair.com/ (http://eirut-deignfair.com/)
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